Links for Recordings of Polanyi Society

Zoom Presentations/Discussions

Links for Materials for and Recordings of Zoom Presentations June 9-11, 2020 (6 sessions: Bíró, Fennell, Hyatt, Lowney, Mullins, “Michael and Karl Polanyi” [Gulick, Breytspraak and Mullins])

Links for Materials for and Recordings of Zoom Sessions in August and September 2020 on Polanyi’s 1964 Duke Lectures (4 sessions)

Links for Materials for and Recordings of Zoom Sessions on November 19-21, 2020 of Polanyi Society Annual Meeting (3 Sessions: Schroeder, Scott, Frazier, Moodey, Lowney, Meek and Gilliland)

Links for Materials for and Recordings of Zoom Sessions on March 5 and 6, 2021 (4 sessions: “Is Polanyi’s ethic of discovery corrupted in contemporary science?” [Turner, Chubin and Brown], Barnes, Turkis, Gulick and Fennell)

Links for Materials for and Recordings of Zoom Sessions on May 15, 22 and 29, 2021-Polanyi’s Liberalism in the Forties (3 sessions: Beira)

Links for Materials for and Recordings of Zoom Sessions on June 11 and 12, 2021 (4 sessions: Barnes, Lowney, Fennell and Cannon)

Links for Materials for and Recordings of Zoom Sessions on September 24 and 25, 2021 (4 sessions: Grosso, Moleski, Steiger and “Polanyi and Rawls” [Bíró, Howard and Lowney])

Links for Materials for and Recordings of Zoom Sessions on January 15 and 22, 2022 (2 sessions: “Polanyi, Kahneman, et. al--Judging Judgment” [Moodey, Ludlow and Bretyspraak])

Links for Materials for and Recordings of Zoom Sessions on February 5 and 12, 2022 (2 sessions: “Michael Polanyi and C. S. Lewis’s The Abolition of Man” [Jon Fennell])
Links for Materials for and Recording of Zoom Session on April 23, 2022 (1 session: “The Intersection of Michael Polanyi and Carl Jung” [Collin Barnes])

Links for Materials for and Recording of Zoom Session on May 21, 2022 (1 session: “Michael Polanyi on Belief in Science and Society in 1947 and the Contemporary Crisis of Belief” [Phil Mullins])

Links for Materials for and Recordings of Zoom Workshop “Michael Polanyi, the Basics” on June 2 and 3, 2022 (June 2, 2022 two one-hour sessions: Resources for Studying Michael Polanyi (Phil Mullins and Walter Gulick) and Some Themes in *Personal Knowledge* (Jon Fennell). June 3, 2022 two one-hour sessions: Main Ideas in Polanyi’s Revolutionary Manifesto: The Tacit Dimension (Charles Lowney) and Polanyi and the Study of the Humanities (Andrew Grosso).

Links for Materials for and Recording of Zoom Session on July 29, 2022 (1 session: “Perspectives on Polanyi’s ‘Rules of Rightness’” [Collin Barnes, Walt Gulick, and Phil Mullins])

Links for Materials for and Recording of Zoom Session on February 27, 2023 (1 session: “Polanyi’s Personal Knowledge: A Paradigmatic Framework for the Empirical Analysis of Tacit Knowing” [Clemens Wieser with responses from Oliver Kauffmann and Tim Simpson])

Links for Materials for and Recording of Zoom Session on April 26, 2023 (1 session: “A Polanyian Semiotic: Towards A Comprehensive Theory Of Meaning” [Walter Gulick with questions from Dale Cannon])